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ENGLAND AND THE ENGLISH IN THE WORKS OF JEAN RHYS
—

Nancy Hemond Brown

There is nothing more characteristic of the British civilization
than the unhappiness of the women.
And the cold nights, the damned cold nights.

..

i

Jean Rhys remained r^narkably consistent over the course of
c „ e . r in hsi .ttitudn to E n g i r d ond the velues It
the
fitty-odd years, England raant to her everything she despised, she ttought the
L gl i s h were an overehelmlngly class-conscious people, obsessed with TOney and
™ e r
ïn her judgn^nt they were inadequate and callous in their ««°tio^l
S l ^ i o n s h l p s ' í o n H í theii animals but full ot a hatred tor women which they
S i not aotooiledge. They were, in short, insular, - f ^ ^ S d i s f a S “ S
vStes
unwelcoming, and they inhabited an inhospitably wet and cold island.
Phya most cherished - emotional honesty and warmth, spontaneity and compasión
S
t i S e S e i s fortunate - found a place in her fiction, where they could be
accommodated at all, in a Caribbean setting, among
"*•'
whom Ehys strongly identified and for whom she had such high regard.
Rhys also made the understandable assuitption that English culture was
essentiLly masculine, and that those women who shared its values ( a n d _ ^ n y ^ d )
were collaborators7even less sympathetic than the men. It
what Rhvs thought were appropriate qualities in a woman ran entirely t
Ï Ï f r e ^ i i e r wimin, when^LlÍ«ed to be, were passionate, impulsive, generous .
creaturS, by their natures rather unworldly and impractical, but always
recognizably beautiful and entitled to their obsession with their
EnalÏÏh women who colluded with the system were calculating, preoccupied wit
s o S a l sStus, cruel, and often foolish - dupes too insensitive to understand
the consequences of their behaviour, namely, the perpetuation of a sys em w ic
at its heart despised them.
Rhys-s main characters are all women who suffer because they cannot
collude
Their natural home is the essentially feminine world f
Indies, with its lusher landscape and more unrestrained style of living.
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and work in Europe, would certainly have been aware.
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As Rhvs's fiction matured, she recognized the usefulness of developing thx
polerity between Ehglend «>d f ' “ " , „ 7 : , : 7 T b u t °

^ s ^ t " » t 7 he

silence, that
S " „ " h r i S : d r : h o s e u v e r e t e tuined by h i s ^ l i s h , very male and
^ r y English adherence to a scoiai code wholly inappropriate to his
circ\Jtmstances.
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Even in Rhys's earliest novels, long before she is aware of what she has to
in by developing this polarity, it is -possible to discern the outline of What
thought were English characteristics. The heroine of her first novel.
Quartet, is s young English woman called Marya who, living in Paris with her
European husband, comes into contact with several members of the resident
English coiranunity there, notably Hugh Heidler and his wife Lois. Heidler is"a
very important person in his w a y , a writer and patron of young artists. His
iaiposing stature, "arrogant" nose, and eyes which had "a curious underlying
expression of obtuseness - even of brutality" (Quartet, page 11) perfectly
exeirplify the features and attitudes of the dominant, insensitive (and always
English) male to whom Rhys's women so often find themselves prey. His opening
question to Marya - "But you are
English - or aren't you?" (Quartet, page 12) also illustrates one of the most prominent characteristics of the* English in
this novel, their clannishness’. They all frequent the same restaurants and
clubs, and while they may ta)ce care to recognize the degrees of social status
within their community, they unite against attack from without. Marya's husband
Stephan acknowledges this when he unwittingly encourages her into a closer
association with the Heidlers than she wishes by commenting, "They're your
country-people, aren't they? You understand them and they understand you"
{Quartet, page 56) .
The obvious irony is, of course, that they do not understand Marya - nor,
more importantly, does she understand them. The narrator, by no means a neutral
voice, tells us Marya is regarded as "a strange animal or at any rate a strayed
animal - not quite one of the fold"
page 11) by these "fresh, sturdy
people"
page 10). Their instinctive class-consciousness ejqjlains why.
Marya is of indeterminate social class; she has no close family to care for her
page 19) or to provide her with social rank or financial support.®
Without such help she is adrift and can never meet the criteria for loeing
properly English. While one English woman she meets admiringly mistakes her
distance from the English expatriate community for independence,
pages
6-7), in fact it is not; Marya longs to belong somewhere and finds it "pretty
lonely, not knowing any English people"
page 9) .

{Quartet,
{Quartet,

{Quartet,

{Quartet,

{Quartet,

Given the portrayal of the women who collaborate with masculine English
culture in the later work, it is worth noting that here, before an overt sense
of the misogyny of English society is apparent, Lois Heidler is seen with as
little charity as her husband. It is Lois, described by the narrator as
"country with a careful dash of Chelsea"
page 11) with "the voice of a
well-educated young male"
page 10) who "gave a definite impression of
being insensitive to the point of stupidity - or was it insensitive to the point
of cruelty?"
page 60). Yet Lois is also a woman, and as such, to
Rbys, someone to whom the lonely Marya will readily turn for syitpathy. In a
curious, brief interlude, Lois confesses to Marya how difficult it is to live
with Heidler:

{Quartet,

{Quartet, {Quartet,

They sat side by side on the divan and wept together. Marya
wondered how she could ever have thought Lois hard. This soft
creature, this fellow-woman, hurt and bewildered by life even as
she was.
page 53)

{Quartet,

This may, of course, lae a situation Lois has contrived. She is not, in any
Case, long without her conposure, nor is it very long before she reverts to her
n>ore usual dictatorial nature and asserts what she "knows" Marya must Ice
feeling, despite Marya's protests;
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"You mustn't think that I don't see the - the angle you look at
life from. Because i do. If I were you I'd hate, loathe, detest
everybody safe, everybody with money in the bank."
"But I wasn't thinking of money so much," interrupted Marya.
>
"It's appalling, perfectly appalling,'* continued the other in a -Ï
conplacent voice, "t9 think of the difference money makes to a
€
woman's life. I've always said so."
"Yes, doesn't it?" said Marya.
pages 53-54)
1-

{Quartet,
AfterLeavingMr.Mackenzie

j

%

Marya is too naive to see thht Lois, despite her complacency, has defined a real
issue in "a woman's life."
1
By the time Rhys published
two years later, hir
heroine Julia knew better. Money, how to get it and what to spend it on,
occupies a great deal of Julia's life. In this novel Rhys has created an
^
English-bom heroine with none of the distinguishing marks which would otherwise
have located her in society:
**'• ■«

Her career of ups and downs had rubbed most of the hallmarks off
her, so that it was not easy to guess at her age, her nationality,
or the social background to which she properly belonged.^

i,

{AfterLeavingMr.Mackenzie,
LeavingMr.Mackenzie,
^

Julia has been living in" Paris, a city which allows her anonymity: "Paris teïïs
you to forget, forget, let yourself go"
page 91);
but circumstances propel her back to London for a few weeks and into contact ®
with her unsupportive family. Money is a crucial factor in the English section
of the novel; London is a place which "tells'you all the time,'Get money, g e t '
money or be for ever damned'" (After
page 91), and Julia
has none. Nor do her mother or sister, and the uncle who does have enough to
support her refuses his help.
•»
“V

To compound Julia's difficulties, Rhys points out that ranged against her
are all the forces of law, privilege and propriety which English society can muster. When Julia catches a glinpse of her former lover Mackenzie and his
^
solicitor, she suddenly finds
*
she was very much afraid . . . it seemed to her that there were
no limits at all to their joint powers of defeating her and
^'^^ting her. Together the two perfectly represented organized
society, in which she had no place and against which she had not
a dog's chance.
(After
page 27)

LeavingMr.Mackenzie,

**

The point is not just that they perfectly represent organized society, but that
organized society is organized for and made up of such men. Women without
^.4
"hallmarks," like Julia, have no hope of being accepted. Julia reflects on
this, her position, as she leafs through the pages of a glossy magazine
illustrating London life. The world it portrays, she thinks, seems "as remote
and inaccessible as if it existed in another dimension" (After
page ’60). Rhys is alluding here to a notion which she,later
developed more fully, in which somewhere one does not belong or someone one does
not understand seems unreal, like a dream. It is possible to see Rhys at work
on this image even in
where she first raises the idea that the English
are "unreal." Here it is linked to the notion of their all being hypocrites,
"pretending about something all the‘time"
page 7). Marya in fact
comes to the conclusion that "everybody pretends," but this is more an
indication of her individual psychological isolation than an enduring comment on

LeavingMr.

Mackenzie,

Quartet,

{Quartet,
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theDark,WideSargassoSea,
VoyageIntheDar
k
,
V
o
yageintheDark

English. Rhys later expanded her use of dreaming into something integral to
g
and one of the first of the short stories
to be published after the revival of interest in her work .in the 1960s, "Teirps
perdi."

In
Rhys's third novel, the notion of Englishness iá
very much to the fore.
marks a shift in Rhys's relationship
to her central character in two ways. Firstly, Anna is no longer English-born.
She shares instead both Rhys's Caribbean Background and many of Rhys's English
experiences as a young white West Indian woman in London. Secondly, Anna tells
her story herself, which removes the uncomfortable and unprofitable distance
phys had put between herself and her novels' heroines,® and which gives her the
freedom to move fluidly between past and present time, and between Anna's
articulated and silent thoughts. This'made possible
the big idea [. . .] something to do with time being an illusion
I think. I mean that the past exists - side by side with the
present, not behind it; that what was - is®
which Rhys was so eager to express, and which would have been much more
iitçiressively conveyed had she been allowed to publish the novel with its
original ending.^®
The establishing of a heroine who was not English had a liberating effect
on Rhys's fiction. No longer constrained by the effort of imagining the
unimaginable, she could now unambiguously attack English notions of life as
sterile and repressive. She was also prepared to confront for the first time as
a separate issue the English treatment of women, in the person of a minor
character called Germaine, the girlfriend of Anna's lover's cousin. Gennaine is
reputed to be half-French. This may explain why to Walter, Anna's English
lover, she is unfathomable: "God knows what she is; she might be anything. But
^ ‘she really is rather amusing"
page 80) . Her capacity to
amuse fluctuates, but her potential for dangerous insight does not; She easily
penetrates the protective covering which guards the English soul and makes no
secret of her disdain for what she finds there:

(VoyageintheDark,

Scorn and loathing of the female - a very common expression
in this country. [. . .] I wouldn't be an Englishwoman [. . .]
for any money you could give me or anything else.
page 81)

(VoyageintheDark,
(VoyageintheDark,

She goes on to say "a very clever man" has remarked to her that there are
"pretty girls in England, but very few pretty women"
page
81), a sentiment with which she entirely concurs:
"And it's true too," she said. "The women here are awful.
That beaten, cringing look - or else as cruel and dried-up as
they're made!
[. . .] They're like that loecause most Englishmen
don't care a damn about women. They can't make women happy
because they don't really like them. I suppose it's the climate
or something."
page 82)

(VoyageintheDark,

This is very close to sentiments Rhys expresses when speaking for herself.
In the unpublished essay "The Ant Civilisation," Rhys berates English society in
a similar fashion:

X2 -,

There is nothing more characteristic of the British civilisation
than the unhappiness of the women [and the] difference between the,
young woman and the old woman. The young woman is often beautifuland eager with a touching humility and longing - the older woman ia
dr2Ü3 spiteful cruel, the unused force and tenderness in her turning!
sour as one looks.
("The Ant Civilization,” folio 151)

VoyageintheDark,
{VoyageintheDark,
{VoyageintheDark,
{VoyageintheDark,
{Voy'intheDark,
{Voyagein
Dark,
intheDark,
{VoyageintheDark,
It seems, in
as if Rhys needed to introduce the point-of-view of her older, more truculent and less tolerant self as a counter to those
of her timid, Unworldly younger self as represented by Anna. Anna, after allj
is silent during Germaine's invective, and can only say later that she "liked,
what [Germaine] said, rather"
page 87).

Other women in the novel also have roles in exposing the vices of the
¿
English character. There ia Ethel, the masseuse, desperate to be thought a lai
page 140), a word Anna thinks of as having "a long, thin
neck that you’d like to strangle"
page 140). Ethel tries
to ingratiate herself with Anna by denigrating all foreigners as dirty,
dishonest and unreliable
pages 109, 110, 139). This
pathetic specimen of the EngA
aspiration to better one's class - her fathe:
owned a chemist shop, and sr
insistent on her respectability
pages 139-140) - is p
,_ayed without charity. She is "short and fat, "-j
and wears soiled clothes ( -age
page 106).
(Rhys's heroines are
always imnmaculate, even
n they are poor and forced to wear shabby clothes.)!
Most damningly, Ethel is "an ant, just like all the other ants [. . .] she was^
like all the women whom you look at and don't notice"
pagpj
106). "Ant" was the epithet Rhys reserved for those she most despised, as is-gì
apparent from "The Ant Civilization":
All women are individuals and they resist so long as they are
alive the process which makes them into the neuter - the ant
female - Even in England, with heredity and environment'pressing
on them they still unbearably resist - (unbearably to the onlooker)j
[. . .] But the process is inevitable in the ant civilisation For nothing is more antagonistic than the love of a woman for a
man and man for a woman to the ant civilisation [. . .] In an ant
civilisation individual love is anathema, antisocial, it must be so
- A woman is something - is a thing to have children by and enrich
the ant heap. To love the woman herself is a sin The greatest sin
in the English calendar - from that all ills come
("The Ant Civilization," folios 151-152, original punctuation)
Given all the insults heaped upon Ethel, who is desperate to be accepted by a
society she cannot see despises her, it is hardly surprising to find that she
deserts Anna at the point Anna roost needs help, and that she tries to influencejp^
one of the few remaining friends Anna has to turn against her.
Ethel is not the only aspiring "lady" to desert Anna. Anna's step-mother
Hester also abandons her to her vuipromising fate, Hester has all the
appropriate "hallmarks":
She had clear brown eyes which stuck out of her head if you looked
at her sideways, and an English lady’s voice with a sharp, cutting
edge to it. Now that I've spoken you can hear that I'm a lady. I
have spoken and I suppose you now realize that I'm an English
gentlewoman. I have my doubts about you. Speak up and I will

\
V

place you at once.
voice.

Speak up, for I fear the worst. That sort of
{Voyage In the Dark, page 57)

ter disapproves of all those whose behaviour or ideas do not conform to her
trict notions of gentility. These include Anna's father, who once remarked
that England "stinks of hypocrites if you've got a nose" {Voyage in the Dark,
g 62), her uncle Bo, who is most certainly not Hester's idea of "an English
œntleman" {Voyage in the Dark, page 64) with his many, publicly acknowledged
illegitimate children, and of course Anna herself, whom Hester specifically
reproaches for, among other things, failing to become a lady {Voyage in the
Dark, page 65).
More subtly than
utterly iiipossible it
recalls the time when
page 68), and how her
menstruation in a way

with Germaine or Ethel, Rhys uses Hester to indicate how
is to be at ease as a woman in English society. Anna
she "was unwell for the first time" {Voyage in the Dark,
black West Indian friend and servant Francine explained
that made it s'eem

quite all right and I thought it was all in the day's work like
eating or drinking. But then she went off and told Hester, and
Hester came and jawed away at me, her eyes wandering all over the
place. I kept saying, "No, rather not.... Yes, I see.... Oh
yes, of course..." But I loégan to feel awfully miserable, as if
everything were shutting up around me and I couldn't breathe. I
wanted to die.
{Voyage in the Dark, page 68)
The English in this novel seem to suffocate everything they touch, or they are
associated with claustrophobically high impregnable walls:
The damned way they look at you, and their damned voices, like
high, smooth, unclimbable walls all round you, closing in on you.
{Voyage in the Dark, page 147)
Anna remembers an advertisement from her childhood which featured an idealized
portrait of England: "A little girl in a pink dress [. . .] a little boy in a
sailor-suit, trundling a hoop" play in a garden with "a tidy green tree and a
shiny pale-blue sky [. . .] and a high, dark wall behind the little girl." Anna
then recalls:
But it was the wall that mattered.
And that used to be my idea of what England was like.
"And it is like that, too," I thought.
{Voyage in the Dark, page 149)
There may be a suggestion contained in this passage which helps to explain why
Anna's dissatisfaction with England is so profound. We know Anna has had access
to the novels of Walteir Scott and some turn-of-the-century copies of- Longmans'
Magazine {Voyage in the Dark, page 70), which seem to have played a part in
formulating her expectations of England: "I had read about England ever since I
could read" {Voyage in. the Dark, page 17) . This would certainly help to explain
her disappointment when she arrived and found only
hundreds of thousands of white people white people rushing
along and the dark houses all alike frowning down one after
the other all alike all stuck together - the streets like
smooth shut-in ravines and the dark houses frowning down
{Voyage in the Dark, page 17)

lit

and everywhere "smaller" and "meaner" than she had expected.

GoodMorning,Midnight,

Sasha, in
has left such romantic posturings behincä
so long ago she can hardly summon the emotional energy to be disappointed by
anything her life brings her. This novel, which followed
after a space of five years, retains the first person narration, but presents
sharply-drawn attack on the English in the context of a more embittered and ^
starker novel than any of those previously published. This bleakness, as wellj
as the novel's mordant humour, stems from.Sasha's unconpromising attitude to ti
difficulties her life presents. She is the most experienced and world-weary o^l
Rhys's heroines, a near-victim of the "ant civilization." Only her selfawareness, and her shrewd apprehension of the political implications of her
S
disenfranchised state,
save her from becoming entirely "drab spiteful cruel,‘3
the unused force and tenderness in her turning sour as one looks."

VoyageintheDark

„
f
{
■
{GoodMorning,Midnight,

In common with Rhys's-earlier heroines, she is a woman without a clearly
defined background. Not recognizably West Indian, she is probably English,
certainly English-speaking, but her origins have left so little trace that theyj
are not even worthy of a mention in the novel. The very marginal nature of
Sasha's existence makes it possible for Rhys to continue, as she had done in
to conceive of the English as "them" rather than "us,"
despite the likelihood of Sasíia's being English. This is reflected in Rhys's
handling of the expatriate English community in Paris with whom Sasha makes
contact. They are a singularly unpleasant group - vindictive, aggressive and
rude. They do not appear in the context of Rhys's most astringent account of *■
human nature, but they are nevertheless shown to be constantly on the attack, ^
particularly with regard to each other. This is the novel in which to be
j
"devastatingly English" is to be breathtakingly cruel
page 73). There is, for example, the account of the mother and daughter who
jæ
come into the fashion house where Sasha is a receptionist. The mother, old and,'
bald, insists on trying on hair decorations despite the evident contempt
displayed by her daughter (pages 21-23). The visiting English owner of the
fashion.house, an English "gentleman," treats Sasha with a particularly callous,|
indifference (pages 18-21), as does the English mannequin who is employed there!
(page 23). The English women in the Montparnasse restaurant where Sasha eats ; |
pass unkind personal comments which mortify her (page 51), and the English valet,,
in her hotel wages a scurrilous attack on her, which devastates her, even thoughi
she feels sure he must be misteúcing her for someone else (page 143). Even the ^
atmosphere in the English pub, with its harsh lighting and hunting scenes on theL
wall, is compatible with this portrait of the race (pages 39-41) .

VoyageintheDark,

The English treatment of womien is here still a specific issue. Sasha, late^^
in the novel, argues with the gigolo about the accuracy of his perception of thtó¿
English as a race of effeminate, ,weak men and sexually frustrated womien. Sasha
thinks he has mistaken the truly divisive issue by assuming that the English are'#
motivated by sex. They are not, she thinks - to them, love is "the indecent
Ä
necessity" - and what one must primarily remember is their Englishness. This
means, she says, that English men and the kind of English women who do not
resist the cultural imperatives (which is virtually all of them) are in essence*’£
the same
pages 157-158). There is, in fact, no place
whatsoever in England for real female values, and hence, in England, no
sympathetic women. It is a sad and isolating conclusion, but in 1939 Jean Rhys f
was, as a writer, isolated and increasingly discouraged.

•fi

(GoodMorning,Midnight,

The short stories which were written over the next thirty years shift very

I

from this position. One of them, "Tenps Perdi," rewrites in abbreviated
form the history of the Rhys heroine to date. The narrator, an old woman now
living in England, recalls earlier periods of her life in which she lived in
Vienns and in the West Xndres. Rhys's xdeological position remains unchanged —
England, represented by the "square, red-brick house [. . .] on the farthest
outskirts of a good-sized village on the East Coast"^^ has "nothing [about it]
that you can say is beautiful. Impulsive, iirpetuous or generous. All is sparse,
subdued, quiet and negative" ("Teitps Perdi," page 121). The English are
obsessed still with notions of gentility, here specifically with the distinction
between a "lady" and a "girl" ("Temps Perdi," page 130). The narrator is so
suspicious of the culture in which she lives that she has even learned to be
-wary of books - they are capable of hurting you [. . .] they tell lies" ("Temps
Perdi," page 122), an idea which occurs several times in the later Rhys and is
elaborated in the unpublished essay fragment, "The Bible is Modern."^*
There
are, though, one or two safe books, "one or two of the opposition," which do not
have the effect of destroying a woman's identity. The one the narrator quotes
speculates about England as the legendary location for the "island of the dead"
("Tenps Perdi," page 122).
The most interesting passages in "Temps Perdi" concern Rhys's changing
attitudes to the Caribbean as the repository for those womanly values which she
held so dear. Earlier work had hinted at a near-utopian society there, at least
in comparison with England. Anna recalls, in
the "sun-heat"
and the fragrant air (Voyage
page 7) and her happiness in the
conpany of the black woman Francine
page 67), and
makes reference to Julia's mother's tropical background
(in this case. South American) with its warmth and sunshine
page 105) . In ^Temps Perdi, " the narrator reminisces about a visit
she made to the Caribbean some years before, after many years away. She says
her memories liberate her to become "a savage person - a real Carib" ("Teitps
Perdi," page 131). It is not difficult to see the attraction: the Carib women
are reputed to have had a secret language which no man can understand ("Terrps
Perdi," page 133). Sadly though, in "Temps Perdi," the reality of Caribbean
womanhood is no longer proud self-sufficiency, but helpless, vandalized beauty.
The narrator describes an old woman she met on her visit who had returned in her
youth from Paris to care for her mother and raise a crippled daughter. The
daughter, who has a beautiful face, but who can only drag her useless legs
behind her as she crawls from place to place, has become a showpiece for tourist
cameras. As the narrator recalls the condescension with which the girl is
treated by the tourists, she remembers

VoyageIntheDark,
intheD
a
r
k
,
(VoyageintheDark,
After
leavingMr.Mackenzie
(AfterLeavingMr.
Mackenzie,

that plant with thick, fleshy leaves edged with thorns, on
which some up-to-the minute negro has written over and over
again "Girls muck, girls muck" and other monosyllables and
elementary truths. When I was a child we used to draw hearts
pierced with arrows on leaves like that and "Z loves A." It
all comes to the same thing, probably.
("Temps Perdi," page 138)
^or the first time in Rhys's work, the culture for which she had such hopes has
disappointed her: even in the Caribbean, all things female can be tainted,
scorned and corrupted. Vulnerable for the first time, too, is her belief in the
Redeeming power of romantic, passionate love, the emotion which for Rhys was
^escapably connected to womanhood. "Tenç>s Perdi" functions as a necessary
Corrective to the impossibly high standards Rhys imposed on the Caribbean in her
^ r ly work. When she returned to this location as the setting for much of her
^ s t novel, it was with a chastened sense of what it could be made to represent.

16

The years following the Second World War were difficult ones for Rhys.
During that time, she came to believe that a major reason her work had always
been neglected in England was that the intensity of feeling she had hoped 'to
capture and induce in her readers was anathema to the E n g l i s h . I n the
companion story to "Temps Perdi," "I Spy a Stranger," a vulnerable Polish woman
Laura, is forced into a sanatoridm because her relations will not care for her
She leaves behind a diary in which she disparages the English treatment of
women whom, it must be remembered, are those most likely to be capable of
passion:
There is something strange about the attitude to women as women.
Not the dislike (or fear). That isn’t strange of course. But
it's all so conpletely taken for granted, and surely that is
strange. It has settled down and become an atmosphere, or, if
you like, a climate, and no one questions it, least of all the
women themselves [. . .] Titles of books to be written ten years
hence, or twenty, or forty or a hundred:
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In contrast to her relations, Laura, while passionate in her beliefs, is shown
to be tolerant of all those except the bigoted, and is able to appreciate "that
there was another side to the eternal question of who let down who, and when"
("I Spy a Stranger," page 46). It seems particularly hard that her fate,
according to Rhys, will be to live out the remainder of her days in "a large,
ugly house witlj small windows [. . .] surrounded by a high wall" ("I Spy a
Str^ger," page 52) . This odd, foreign woman becomes one of the direct
precursors of Rhys's most famous literairy creation, Antoinette Cosway Mason, the
first Mrs. Rochester who, like Laura, and like Rhys herself,^® is aware that
there is another side, always"^^ and who also finished her life inprisoned in a
large ugly house, in "a room without a window."^®

JaneEyre,

Antoinette, Rhys's rechristening of Charlotte Bronte's Bertha in
is in many respects the epitome of the Rhysian heroine — passionate, generous,
volatile and beautiful. She is a white West Indian, at ease with the native
culture of her island, indeed better able to befriend the native people than she
is able to befriend any of her own race. She is, however, easily persuaded into
abandoning any form of emotional restraint, which predisposes her, like earlier
heroines in Rhys’s fiction, to m a d n e s s . L i k e these earlier heroines, too,
Antoinette is isolated emotionally and then physically from her family and their
potential support and guidance. Unlike the earlier heroines, though, Antoinette
has money, but, in what forms an ironic comment on their lives, on her Caribbean
island money means nothing, and only serves to hasten her downfall by drawing
her to Rochester. Rhys's more circumspect notions about the potential for
happiness in West Indian culture emerge here: Antoinette finds life on her
Beautiful island just as difficult as earlier heroines had found life in Europe.

Antoinette's arranged marriage to Rochester shatters the fragile stability
instilled in her at her convent school, and rouses long-dormant |iopes for more
than just a life of quiet contentment. But fate, with a helping hand from her
English step-father, has conspired to produce a lover for her who can match her
passion with his own, but not her devotion, and who is unable to sympathise with
her tanperament. What marks
though, as the creation of
Rhys's later years and mature sensibility is its ability to convey opposing

WideSargassoSea,

\
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points -of-view while it retains our sympathy for each.
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By allowing Rochester
section
of
the
novel,
with
the
remainder
narrated
to narrate
^ by Antoinette
'th the exception of a statement by Grace Poole at the opening of the third
[Wide
pages 177-178]), Rhys has employed a narrative
technique which enacts her belief that "there is another side, always.
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She had ejqjerimentec^before with shifting the narrative point-of-view to
include that of the important men in her heroines' lives, most notably with Mr.
Horsfield in
but the technique was not well-suited
to third person narration. In
it is much more successful.
Through Rochester's eyes, we are able to see how much he suffers in his
relationship with Antoinette, and how he blunders through his experiences in the
Ifest Indies: "I feel very much a stranger here [. . .] I feel that this place
is my enemy" (Wide
page 129) . His awareness of just how dependent
he is ma)ces him synpathetic. In a reversal of the usual roles in Rhys's
fiction, it is he who must marry for money. He is, of course, English, and he
needs the money, exactly as Rhys's heroines had done, to compensate for a social
system which discriminates against him, as the letter he composes to his father
indicates :
I have a modest conpetence now. I will never be a disgrace
to you or to my dear brother the son you love. No begging
letters, no mean regrets. None of the furtive shabby
manoeuvres of a younger son.
(Wide
page 70)

SargassoSea,

Although the multiple first person narration allows us to see both
characters syitpathetically, there is no doubt which, ultimately, we are meant to
admire. Rochester's inability to remain loyal or to consider behaving
generously when his relationship with his wife is under attaclc malee a poor
contrast to Antoinette, who possesses both loyalty and generosity in abundance.
This failing of his makes it possible for us to discern in the shape of the
diffident, often bewildered young man of Wide
the outline of the
arrogant English gentleman he will laecome in
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Although the relationship deteriorates rapidly from the point at which it
is first challenged, as does Antoinette's mental stability when Rochester
withdraws from her the passionate attention on which she has become so
dependent, it is clear that there never was any reasonable chance of a
successful marriage. Neither character is able to make the imaginative leap
which would allow them to share a common home. Instead, each sees the place the
other inhabits, physically and emotionally, as unreal, like a dream:
"Is it true," she said, "that England is like a dream?
Because one of my friends who married an Englishman wrote
and told me so. She-said this place London is like a cold
dream sometimes. I want to wake up."
"Well," I answered annoyed, "that is precisely how your
beautiful island seems to me, quite unreal, and like a dream."
(Wide
page 80)

SargassoSea,

While Rochester simply finds his brief encounter with the West Indies "quite
unreal" in the context of life as he understands it, Antoinette, like Anna in
Voyage
has made England the focus of all her longings for happiness
and security: "I will be a different person when I live in England and
different things will happen to me" (Wide
page 111). This is
despite the doubts expressed by the wise Christophine, who only trusts what she

intheDark,
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has experienced
page 112)^ and despite Rochester's attenpts
to make her see her prospective home more realistically:
She often questioned me about England, and listened attentively
to my cuiswers, but I was certain that nothing I said made much
difference. Her mind was already made up. Some romantic
novel, a stray remark never forgotten [. . .] and her ideas
page 94)
were fixed.

Í
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Like Anna, Antoinette's romantic visions have become so real to her that she
cannot adjust to the idea of an England whose outlines cannot be altered by
wishful thinking. This Rochester realizes when he goes on, prophetically, to
note her ability to retain an idiosyncratic notion of reality in the face of
conflicting evidence:
Reality might disconcert her, bewilder her, hurt her, but it
would not be reality. Tt would only be a mistake, a misfortune,
a wrong path taken, her fixed ideas would never change.
page 94)

(WideSargassoSea,

Subsequent events bear out the truth of this observation. Since the
England Antoinette haá in her mind does not correspond to the dark attic rooms
of Thomfield, -she concludes that she is not England:
They tell me I am in England but I don't believe them. We
lost our way to England. [. . .] This cardboard house where
I walk at night ie not England.
page 181)

(WideSargassoSea,

Instead, in an attempt to deny her mundane existence and to redefine her life in
such a way as to give it purpose, she substitutes for the reality of her
imprisonment her thrice-repeated dreams of freedom. This making of a reality
out of her dream world is Antoinette's vindication, although thé cost of such
realisation is her life. In order to understand what she must do
page 190), she must recall her true, passionate nature, as symbolized by
her laeautiful red d r e s s . H e r determination to act upon her recovered identity
representas a triumph for the womanly values of passionate emotion, which Rhys
had once hoped would flourish unchallenged in the West Indies, over the
tangible, masculine English world in which all emotion is suspect, and can be
contained within four high, walla "without a window." Even if, in later work,
Rhys relinquished her faith that West Indian culture would inevitably cherish
those values she herself held dear, she never, ceased to hope that, in the form
of uncorrupted native people like Christophine, it could still exertplify them.
Rhys could never envision a realistic portrayal of a woman and a woman's values
triumphant in England. She could and did, however, create a fictive validation
of those values out of the fulfilment of a dream.

(WideSargasso
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NOTES
^Jean Rhys, "The Ant Civilisation; The Kingdoms of the Human Ants," British
Library ADD MS 57856, folio 151. All further references are incorporated into
the text.

VoyageintheDark

^Jean Rhys,
(London, Deutsch, 1967), p. 17.
references are incorporated into the text.

All further

^In an unpiablished essay fragment, "The Bible is Modem, " Rhys repeatedly
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fers to "us blaclc people." Jean Bhys, "The Bible is Modem," item no. 14,
Rhys Collection, McFarlin Library, University of Tulsa, Tulsa, Oklahoma,
all further references are incorporated into the text. See also Judith
Thurman, "The Mistress and the Mask," Ate., 4, No. 7 (1976), 51.
4

.
Tiffin, "Mirror and Mask: Colonial Motifs in the Novels of Jean Rhys,"
jtorld Literature Written in English, 17, No. 1 (i^ril 1978), 329.

Sjean Rhys, Quartet (London: Deutsch, 1969), p. 9.
incorporated into the text.

All further references are

NewReview,

*0n this point, see Jonathan Raban, "Living With Loose Ends,"
2, No.
19 (October 1975), 54, on those who are "exiled" from the family in Rhys's
fiction.

AfterLeavingMr.Mackenzie
Literature,
JeeuiRhysLetters,1931-1960
VoyageintheDark,”LondonMagazine,
GoodMorning,Midnight
Literature,12

^Jean Rhys,
(London, Deutsch, 1967), p. 14.
further references are incorporated into the text.

All

®Elgin W. Mellown, "Character and Themes in the Novels of Jean Rhys,"
Contenporary
13 (1972J, p. 470.
^Francis Wyndham and Diana Melly, editors,
Deutsch, 1984), page 24.

(London,

^°Nancy Hemond Brown, "Jean Rhys and
Nos. 1 & 2 (April/May 1985), 40-59.

25,

^^Jean Rhys,
(London, Deutsch, 1967), p. 29.
references are incorporated into the text.
^^Jean Rhys, "Temps Perdi," Art and
references are incorporated into the text.

(1967), 121.

All further

All further

^^Rhys, "The Bible is Modern," folios 1-2.
^^Rhys refers, in "The Bible is Modem," folio 2, to the way in which the
English regard books which depend "for their effectiveness on the intensity of
feeling of the author" as "inferior."

andLiterature,
SmilePlease;AnUnfinishedAutobiography
WideSargassoSea
JaneEyre
AfterLeavingMr.Mackenzie, VoyageintheDark,
{Letters,
Contemporary

^^Jean Rhys, "I Spy a Stranger," Art
references are incorporated into the text.
^*Jean Rhys,
p. 64.

8 (1966), 47.

(London, Deutsch, 1979),

^^Jean Rhys,
(London, Déutsch, 1966), p. 128.
references are incorporated into the text.
^®Charlotte Bronte,

All further

All further

(Oxford, Clarendon, 1969), p. 370.

^®In
Julia is repeatedly suspected of being mad
<PP. 11, 42, 53, 54, 143). Of Anna, in
Rhys once wrote:
"Perhaps I was simply trying to describe a girl going potty"
p. 24) .
I^ura, in "I Spy a Stranger," is sent to a sanatorium where it is hoped she
will soon be "getting better" ("I Spy a Stranger," p. 53). See also Elizabeth
*bel, "Women and Schizophrenia:' The Fiction of Jean Bhys,"
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Literature,

20 (1979), 155-77.

20,

WorldLiteratureWritteninEnglish,
TheVoyageIn:
FictionsofFemaleDevelopment,

Marsha Z. Cummins, "Point of View in the Novels of Jean Rhys: The Effect .o
Double Focus,"
24, No. 2 (1984), 359-

^^Elizabeth R. Baer, "Jane Eyre and Antoinette Cosway," in
editors Elizabeth Abel, Marianne Hirsch anc|
Elizabeth Langland (Hanover, N.H. University Press of New England, 1983),
144.
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Postures(Quartet
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A GLOOMÏ CHILD AND ITS DEVOTED GODMOTHER
JEAN RHYS,
AND
Martien Kappers-den Hollander

In 1928 Jean Rhys published her novel
in later
editions),^ which centred on a troubled year in her marriage to Jean Lenglet,
Dutch writer and journalist, who wrote under the pen-name of Edouard (Edward),
Néve. The events of that year in Paris, thinly disguised in
have
.become public knowledge. While Lenglet was arrested in 1923, convicted for
embezzlement, and extradited from France in the following year, Rhys was given’
shelter in the home of her literary patron, the English writer Ford Madox Ford
(F.M. Hueffer) . Her subsequent entanglement with Ford and his common-law wife
the Australian painter"Stella Bowen, was to prove fatal to Ford's union with
Bowen as well as to Rhys' marriage with Lenglet.^ The publication of
caused a great scandal in literary circles, especially in England, where many
people thought Jean Rhys had behaved cligracefully to Ford and Stélla Bowen by
putting them recognisably in her novel. Jonathan Cape refused to touch the Ixso'
for fear of an action for libel, but Chatto & Windus agreed to bring it out on*»
the condition that Rhys change her title.
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Beside
whose characters, Marya and Stephan Zelli and Lois and Hugh
Heidler, are partly based on the real-life enactors of this domestic drama,
ÿ
there are a number of other texts that have some bearing on the affair. Among
them are de Nève’s counterpart to
the novel
(1932), described as.
a "true story" in its authorial preface. Ford's novel
(1931);
and Bowen's autobiography
( 1 9 4 0 ) These accounts, with their
varying blends of fact and fiction, are now commonly agreed to represent a kind
of fictional "debate," such as might take place between four witnesses of the
same event, each of whom claims to be in possession of the "truth." Critical
discussions of this debate, however, have tended to concentrate on the point of
view of three members of the quartet only.^ The voice of Edward de Néve is
rarely heard, no doubt due to the difficulty in obtaining one of the few extant
copies of
or its Dutch and French versions.
and Sous
.^
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The first-person account of the hero of
Jan van Leeuwen, contains
very severe criticism of Stania, his wife. He is much harder on his spouse than
Marya Zelli is on hers : in
narrated in the third person, she is
presented to us as judging Stephan rather more mildly than herself. Jan
pictures his wife as weak and selfish, and without proper regard for him, and he
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